Jersey 08854-8020 of the DSBs [4]. For example, mutations in Drosophila mei-218 reduce crossing over by 90% but have no effect on the frequency of gene conversion [5][6][7]. In addition, the repair of the DSBs occurs within the context of the Summary synaptonemal complex (SC). The physical structure of the SC is conserved among organisms: it is comprised Background: The synaptonemal complex (SC) is a proteinaceous structure that forms between homologously of the lateral elements, the transverse filaments, and the central element, and it holds the homologous chromopaired meiotic chromosomes. Previous studies have suggested that the SC is required for meiotic crossing somes together along their entire lengths. While it was reasonable to suggest that the SC could facilitate meiover in Drosophila. However, only one component of this structure, C(3)G, has been identified in Drosophila. 
Introduction manner in which DSBs are repaired and not from a reduction in the number of sites where recombination is Meiotic crossovers are essential for two reasons: they promote genetic variation and they link and orient hoinitiated. The frequency of crossing over in the c(2)M; c(3)G double mutant was higher than in the c(3)G single mologous chromosomes in order to ensure their segregation at the first meiotic division. A failure to produce mutant. Given that c(2)M is required for C(3)G accumulation between paired homologs and that c(3)G is required at least one crossover between a pair of homologous chromosomes can result in nondisjunction and consefor all crossing over, this observation was unexpected. We conclude that C(2)M is an SC component required for quent aneuploidy in the gametes and lethality in the zygote [1]. As in a wide variety of organisms, meiotic recombinagenerating crossovers and that its activity may prevent crossing over in the absence of SC proteins like C(3)G. tion in Drosophila melanogaster females probably initiates with a DNA double-strand break (DSB). In each organism, the DSB is believed to be catalyzed by a Results Spo11 protein, which is related to topo6A, a type II topoisomerase from archaebacteria [ an indicator of a meiotic recombination defect (Table 1) . Figure S2 ). FM7 is a balancer that a reduced number of crossovers (approximately 25% prevents crossing over between the X chromosomes. of wild-type on chromosome 3 in the strongest allele, If c(2)M mutants increase the frequency of homolog c(2)M
EP2115
), but as the third chromosome data shows, nondisjunction, then progeny from eggs that received the distribution was severely altered (Table 1) . In wildone yellow (y ) and one FM7 chromosome would be retype, the number of crossovers per physical distance covered. If mutants have defects in the segregation of diminishes as the region approaches the centromere sister chromatids, however, we would recover progeny (the st-cu region) [18] . In c(2)M mutants, the frequency from eggs that received two sister chromatids, either of crossing over between genetic markers was more two y or two FM7 chromosomes. Six y/y females were proportional to physical distance instead (see Figure S1 recovered among 108 nondisjunctional female progeny in the Supplementary Material available with this article (FM7/FM7 progeny are relatively unhealthy and were not online), a condition referred to as precondition defective recovered), yielding a sister chromatid nondisjunction [19] . While mutants of this type in Drosophila have been frequency of 3.1%, or 10.5% of all nondisjunction events observed to reduce interference, the number of cross-(30.3% total nondisjunction, n ϭ 1556). No sister chroovers was too low in our experiments to make statistimatid nondisjunction was observed in the FM7, y B/y; cally significant conclusions. Similar reductions in c(2)M Z0810 /ϩ control (2.7% total nondisjunction, n ϭ crossover frequency were obtained on the X chromo-1823). While this frequency was low relative to the meiosome, and this finding demonstrates that c(2)M mutasis I nondisjunction, it suggests that C(2)M has a role in tions affect all chromosomes (see Table S1 in the Supsister chromatid cohesion. plementary Material available with this article online).
We repeated this experiment without an X chromoOn both chromosomes, the effects of c(2)M mutants some balancer to examine meiotic segregation when were recessive; the frequency and distribution of crosscrossing over could occur between the homologs. Feing over in c(2)M/ϩ females was similar to wild-type males carrying a y ϩ marker attached to one centromere (data not shown).
were used to monitor segregation of the sister chromatids ( Figure S2 ). The sister chromatid nondisjunction frequency, 1.5% of total progeny scored or 7.6% of all c(2)M Mutants Cause Nondisjunction nondisjunction events (total nondisjunction 22.9%, n ϭ during the First Meiotic Division 7306), was similar to that found in the previous experiMutant females with defects in crossing over demonment. This experiment also revealed that, when crossstrate high levels of meiosis I nondisjunction. This is overs do occur in c(2)M mutants, they are sufficient to expected to be a female-specific phenotype because direct the segregation of homologous chromosomes at crossing over does not occur in Drosophila males. (Table 1) . be explained by either a failure to initiate recombination Although c(2)M Z3780 had more severe effects than (i.e., generate DSBs) or by a failure to resolve recombinac(2)M Z0810 on third chromosome crossing over, its relation events as crossovers. We tested these possibilities tively high level of crossing over on the X chromosome by ascertaining if the exogenous induction of DSBs (Table S1 ) likely accounts for the lower level of XND would induce crossovers and if a c(2)M mutant could (Table 1 ). Our cytological analysis described below is suppress the defects associated with a DSB repairalso consistent with the conclusion that c(2)M Z3780 is the defective mutant. We have previously shown that X irradiation induces crossing over and lowers nondisjunction weakest allele. (Table 3 ). Our conclusion, based in the context of complete SC formation. We tested the hypothesis that, in a c(2)M mutant, SC formation was no on these results, is that C(3)G is not required for crossing over in a c(2)M mutant background. One possible explalonger required for crossing over by measuring crossing over in a c(2)M; c(3)G double mutant. Interestingly, nation is that the crossovers in a c(2)M mutant occur by Although C(2)M is not conserved at the primary se-
